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Group identification
The aim is to identify a certain group in the community (e.g. experts of a field, possible winners of a prize). A group identification problem is a triple (N,P,X )
consisting of

i) the set of individuals in the community N = {1, 2, . . . , n}

ii) an opinion profile P = (pij)n×n where pij =

{
1, if i believes that j belongs to the group

0, otherwise

iii) a list of the non-elective members X ⊂ N (or alternatively the elective members E = N \ X )

Small example

N = {i , j , k} P =

1 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
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Selection rules and qualifiers
We distinguish between two types of functions: qualifiers and selection rules. The
first serves as a filter, it narrows down the possible group members. The second
picks out the actual group members.

Let Q : 2N → 2N be a selection criterion that assigns a set of individuals
to any subset of N. A selection criterion Q is called a qualifier if it
satisfies the following two conditions:

I Q(i) ⊆ {j : pij = 1} for all i ∈ N and
I Q(S) = ∪i∈SQ(i) for any S ⊆ N.

A selection rule is function f : GN → 2E that assigns a set of individuals
(i.e. the members of the group) for each group identification problem.

Top candidates
Top candidates are approved by both the community and the individual in question.
We say that j is a top candidate for i if j has the most recommendations among
the ones that i approves.
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The top candidate of i is j , since j has three recommendations while k has only two.

The Top Candidate relation T serves as a qualifier, where T (S) = ∪i∈ST (i).Axioms
Strong stability
Strong stability with respect to a qualifier requires that

individuals qualified by an expert should be also experts,

each expert is qualified by at least one other expert.

Exhaustiveness
The selection rule should identify every relevant individual in the community.
Formally this means that if we take an alternative game where the selected experts
are all deemed non-elective, then in this game the algorithm must result in the
empty set.

TC-component existence
A TC-component is a set of individuals S ⊆ N which satisfies that the top
candidates of the members of S compose S itself. TC-component existence
requires that a selection rule does not result in the empty set whenever there is a
TC-component with at least one elective member.

Top candidate algorithm
Each person points to the most ’popular’ individual among the ones he or she
recommends (i.e. to his/her top candidate). Then the procedure is repeated with
the individuals who received at least one nomination. The algorithm stops when it
produces the same set of players twice.
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The opinion graph, the first iteration and the final result (red color indicates top candidate relation).

Theorem
The Top Candidate algorithm is the only selection rule that satisfies strong stability
with respect to T , exhaustiveness and TC-component existence.

Case study – Top researchers of the nucleolus

Citation data of 88 articles focusing on the nucleolus and related topics. The opinion graph has 57 nodes (authors) and 937 arcs (references). Author nodes with at least 25 references are labeled.
Visualized by NodeXL using Harel-Koren Fast Multiscale method. The Top Candidate algorithm selects Michael Maschler and David Schmeidler as the core experts.
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